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Chapter 1 Answers
1 Iteration means that the process is repetitive, and 

stages can be revisited.
2 New information may become available or changes 

might need to be made because errors have been 
discovered.

3 a) Looking at and understanding a problem.
b) Working out a series of steps to solve a problem.
c) Changing a design into a program.
d) Checking to find whether a program contains 

mistakes.
e) Describing what each part of a program does.
f) Ensuring that the software fulfils the original 

requirements.
4 Rapid application development
5 It is part of the overall Agile plan to find out what 

the client wants in their software.
6 This is done in conjunction with the client to decide 

which are the most important requirements.
7 Teams work in short sprints to develop each 

prototype.
8 a)  The project may have come to an end as they 

have run out of time.
b) They can either pay more money to have the 

software completed or opt for software with 
fewer features.

9 When what can be delivered differs from what was 
originally requested.

10 Iterative Agile

Suited to large software 
projects

Suited to small software 
projects

Requires a large team of 
developers

Requires a small team of 
developers

Client has limited 
involvement in the project

Client is constantly 
involved in the project

Analysis produces a 
legally binding software 
specification

No legally binding 
document is produced

Change is difficult and 
expensive to make further 
through the project

Changes are easily 
incorporated

Software produced is high 
quality and is generally 
bug-free

Updates require strict 
version control

Projects are usually 
finished on time and 
within budget

Projects can run out of 
time and are not finished. 
Clients can either pay more 
or accept reduced scope

Chapter 2 Answers
1 The software specification may have to be 

enforced in a court of law if the software meets the 
specification but the client refuses to pay.

2 The software development team would have wasted 
time and money and would have to start the 
software development process over again.

3 a) Sample answer

Purpose: This software will ask the user for two 
numbers and will output the sum, product and 
quotient of these two numbers.

Scope: This program will only ask for two numbers and 
will only produce the three values sum, product and 
quotient. The project start date will be xx/xx/xxxx with 
a finish date of xx/xx/xxxx. The budget for the project 
is £xx.  On completion the client will receive working 
software, test plan and results.

Boundaries: It is assumed that both numbers input will be 
between 1 and 100 inclusive. User input will be validated 
to be whole numbers between 1 and 100 inclusive. It is 
assumed that real (float) numbers and negative number 
are not to be included in the numbers input.

It is also assumed that sum and product are integers 
and the quotient is a real (float) number.

Functional requirements: The program should be run 
by the user clicking the Start button. All inputs are 
supplied by the user. Output should be displayed in a 
results window.

Input: Two integers within the range 1–100

Process: Sum, multiply and divide the numbers

Output: The sum and product as integers and the 
quotient as a real number
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Chapter 3 Answers
1 Top-down design and bottom-up design
2 Bottom-up design
3 One design technique is pseudocode. Pseudocode 

is ordinary language used to define problems and 
sub-problems before they are changed into code in 
a high-level language.

4 Because it uses ordinary English terms rather than 
the special keywords used in high level languages.

5 A structure diagram (plus appropriate drawing)
6 The terms used are in: and out:.
7 It is necessary to describe the data flow in a program 

in order to work out how the parameters should be 
passed between the main program and any sub-
programs and between the sub-programs themselves.

8 a) Sample answer

Data types and structures

numberOne, numberTwo, sum, product: 
integer

quotient: real (float)

Top level algorithm

Calculator
program

Take in two
numbers

Calculate sum,
product and

quotient

Display sum,
product and

quotient

numberOne
numberTwo

numberOne
numberTwo

sum
product
quotient

sum
product
quotient

Take in two
numbers

Ask the user to
enter a number

Get
numberOne

Ask the user to
enter a number

Get
numberTwo

Refinements

Yes

Repeat until
number is within

range

If number is
outwith range

Get
numberOne

Display error
message

Get a number

b) Sample answer

Data types and structure

temperature, newTemp: real(float)

response: string

Top-level algorithm

1 Ask user for temperature in Celsius

 
(out: temperature)

2 Ask user for Kelvin or Fahrenheit 
conversion

 
(out:response)

3 Convert the temperature

 

(in: temperature, response;  
out:newTemp)

4 Display the temperature

 
(in: response, newTemp)

Refine Step 1

1.1 Ask for the temperature in Celsius
1.2 Get the temperature
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Refine Step 2

2.1  Ask the user if they want the temperature 
displayed in Fahrenheit or Kelvin

2.2 Get the user’s response
2.3 WHILE the response is not 'K' or 'F'
2.4   Ask the user to re-enter their choice
2.5  Get the user’s response
2.6 End loop

Refine Step 3

3.1 IF response is 'K' THEN
3.2  newTemp=temperature+273
3.3 ELSE
3.4  newTemp=temperature*(9/5) +32

Refine Step 4

4.1 IF response is 'K' THEN
4.2  Display the Kelvin newTemp message
4.3 ELSE
4.4   Display the Fahrenheit newTemp message

c) Sample answer

Data types and structures

song: array of type string

chartPosn: array of type integer

Top level algorithm

Top five
songs

program

Take in 10
songs and

chart positions

Display songs
in top five
positions

song()
chartPosn()

song()
chartPosn()

Refinements

Take in 10
songs and

chart positions

Ask the user to
enter a song name

Get and store
song name

Ask the user to
enter the chart

position

Get and store
the chart
position

Yes

Get and store
chart positions

Repeat until
number is within

range

If number is
outwith range

Display error
message

Get a number

Yes

Display songs
in top five
positions

For each song

If chart position
is <=5

Display song and
chart position

d) Sample answer

Data types and structures

count: integer

destinations: array of type string

visitorNos: array of type integer

Top-level algorithm

1 Get destinations and visitor numbers

 
(out: destinations(), visitorNos())

2 Find the number of destinations with more 
than 10,000 visitors

 

(in: destinations(), visitorNos(); 
out:count)

3 Display the number of destinations that 
have more than 10,000 visitors

 
(in:count)
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Refine Step 1

1.1 OPEN the holiday file for reading
1.2  loop - FOR each destination in the  

list
1.3  Take in destination name
1.4  Take in visitor numbers
1.5 end loop – NEXT destination
1.6 CLOSE the holiday file

Refine Step 2

2.1 Set the counter to zero
2.2  loop – FOR each destination in the  

list
2.3  IF visitor numbers>10000 THEN
2.4   add 1 to counter
2.5  END IF
2.6 end loop – NEXT destination

Refine Step 3

3.1  Display number of destinations with 
more than 10,000 visitors

9 b)  One example answer only in pseudocode for: 
Calculate the area of a circle given the radius as 
input (πr2)

Data types and structures

radius, area: real(float)

Top-level algorithm

1 Ask for and get user for radius (out: 
radius)

2 Calculate area by using the formula 
πr2 (in: radius; out: area)

3 Display answer (in: area)

Refine Step 1

1.1 Ask for radius
1.2 Get the radius from user

Refine Step 2

2.1 area= radius*pi*pi

10 Student’s design should include clear input 
prompt(s) and annotated input and output boxes.

Chapter 4 Answers
1 a)  A variable is the name that a programmer uses to 

identify a storage location.
b) Any five from: numbers (real and integer), 

characters, strings, dates, Boolean values, sound 
samples, video clips

2 an array
3 Arrays are particularly useful for handling a set of 

data items in a program. Because an array uses a 
single identifier, each element of the array may be 
easily found using a subscript.

4 Sample answers

SQA Reference Language

DECLARE region AS ARRAY OF STRING 
INITIALLY [] *5092

DECLARE code AS ARRAY OF STRING 
INITIALLY [] *5092

DECLARE year AS ARRAY OF INTEGER 
INITIALLY [] *5092

DECLARE solarGenerationTWh AS ARRAY OF 
REAL INITIALLY [] *5092

Python

region=[""]*5092

code=[""]*5092

year=[0]*5092

solarGenerationTWh=[0.0]*5092

Livecode

local arrayRegion, arrayCode

local arrayYear

local arraySolarGenerationTWh

repeat with counter=0 to 5091 

 put "" into arrayRegion[counter]

 put "" into arrayCode[counter]

 put 0 into arrayYear[counter]

  put 0.0 into arraySolarGenerationTW
h[counter]

end repeat
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5 a) Sample answers

SQA Reference Language

RECORD weatherDetails IS {STRING 
location, INTEGER windspeed, REAL 
temperature, INTEGER rainfall, INTEGER 
hoursSunshine}

Python

class weatherData:

 location:str =""

 windspeed:int =0

 temperature:float=0.0

 rainfall:int=0

 hoursSunshine:int=0

LiveCode

local weatherDetails

...

put "" into weatherDetails [0]
["location"]

put 0 into weatherDetails [0]
["windspeed"]

put 0.0 into weatherDetails [0]
["temperature"]

put 0 into weatherDetails [0]["rainfall"]

put 0 into weatherDetails [0]
["hoursSunshine"]

b) Sample answers

SQA Reference Language

DECLARE arrayWeather AS ARRAY OF 
weatherData INITIALLY []*270

Python

arrayWeather=[weatherData() for x in 
range(0,270)]

LiveCode

repeat with counter = 0 to 269

  put "" into weatherDetails[counter]
["location"]

  put 0 into weatherDetails[counter]
["windspeed"]

  put 0.0 into weatherDetails[counter]
["temperature"]

  put 0 into weatherDetails[counter]
["rainfall"]

  put 0 into weatherDetails[counter]
["hoursSunshine"]

end repeat

Chapter 5 Answers
1 A procedure produces an effect and a function 

returns one or more values to a program.
2 a)  A parameter is information about a data item being 

supplied to a subprogram when it is called into use.
b) The wrong values may be passed into the 

subprogram.
3 a)  Actual parameters num1, num2, num3, 

average
  Formal parameters value1, value2, 

value3, ave
b) Actual parameters correct, answer
  Formal parameters right, response
c) Actual parameter selection
  Formal parameter choice

4 a)  Local variables are defined only for use in one 
part of a program.

b) Global variables may be used anywhere in a 
program.

c) The scope of a variable is the range of statements 
for which a variable is valid.

d) The kind of data which is being stored, for 
example, alphanumeric, numeric or Boolean.

5 a) A subprogram
b) The whole program

6 a) Concatenation is joining two strings.
b) Substrings is selecting parts of strings.

7 a) 38
b) 1820
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8 a) Sample answers

Python

passwordOne=firstOne[-2:] 
+secondOne[:3]+thirdOne[-2:]

LiveCode

put (char -2 to -1 of firstOne) & (char 
1 to 3 of secondOne) & (char 5 to 6 of 
thirdOne) into passwordOne

b) ttgoo83
9 a) 

Python

asciiNumber=ord("H")

LiveCode

put charToNum("H") into field "ASCII"

b) 

Python

character=chr(121)

LiveCode

put numToChar(121) into field "Character"

10 a)  Student’s own answer should include round 
function

b) Student’s own answer should include int function
11 Sample answers

Python

{full=chocs//24}

part=chocs%24

LiveCode

{put chocs div 24 into full}

put chocs mod 24 into frac

12 Sample answers

Python

NOTE
There are multiple ways to solve this problem.

text=["car",250,"bus",100,"rail",120, 
"plane",25]

with open("transportSurvey.txt","w") as 
file:

 for item in text:

 file.write(str(item) +"\n")

LiveCode

on mouseUp

 local newRecordText

 local counter

 put 0 into counter

  put "car" into newRecordText[0]
["mode"]

   put "bus" into newRecordText[1]
["mode"]

   put "rail" into newRecordText[2]
["mode"]

  put "plane" into newRecordText[3]
["mode"]

  put 250 into newRecordText[0]
["used"]

  put 100 into newRecordText[1]
["used"]

  put 120 into newRecordText[2]
["used"]

 put 25 into newRecordText[3]["used"]

  put the fileName of this stack 
into theFilePath

 set the itemDel to "/"

  put "transportSurvey.txt" into the 
last item of theFilePath

 open file theFilePath for write

 repeat with counter=0 to 3

   write newRecordText[counter]
["mode"] &tab to file 
theFilePath

   write newRecordText[counter]
["used"] &tab to file 
theFilePath

   write return to file theFilePath

 end repeat

 close file theFilePath

end mouseUp
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13 Sample answers

Python

counter=0

  with open("changesInFemaleHeight.csv") as csvDataFile:

   csvReader = csv.reader(csvDataFile)

  for row in csvReader:

   country[counter]=row[0]

   code[counter]=row[1]

    year[counter]=int(row[2])

    meanHeight[counter]=float(row[3])

   counter += 1

LiveCode

on readFile @arrayCountry, @arrayCode, @arrayYear, @arrayMeanHeight

 local counter

 local theFilePath

 put 0 into counter

  put the fileName of this stack into theFilePath

 set itemDel to "/"

  put "changesInFemaleHeight.csv" into the last item of theFilePath

 open file theFilePath for read

  read from file theFilePath until eof

 put it into theData

 close file theFilePath

 set itemDel to comma

  repeat for each line theLine in theData

   put item 1 of theLine into arrayCountry[counter]

   put item 2 of theLine into arrayCode[counter]

   put item 3 of theLine into arrayYear[counter]

   put item 4 of theLine into arrayMeanHeight[counter]

  add 1 to counter

 end repeat

end readFile

14 a)  Line 10 sets up a record in which data about each 
song is stored

  Line 11 sets up an array of records which will 
store 100 items

b) Your Happy Deckhands

c) Lines 62 and 63 will produce the track length in 
minutes and seconds using integer division and 
the remainder after integer division of the most 
popular song.

d) Sample answers
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SQA Reference Language

DECLARE artist AS ARRAY OF STRING 
INITIALLY []*99

DECLARE trackName AS ARRAY OF STRING 
INITIALLY []*99

DECLARE trackLengthsecs AS ARRAY OF 
INTEGER INITIALLY []*99

DECLARE timesPlayed AS ARRAY OF INTEGER 
INITIALLY []*99

Python

artist=[""]*99

trackName=[""]*99

trackLengthsecs=[0]*99

timesPlayed=[0]*99

LiveCode

local arrayArtist, arrayName

local arrayTrackLengthsecs, 
arrayTimesPlayed

repeat with counter=0 to 99

 put "" into arrayArtist[counter]

 put "" into arrayName[counter]

  put 0 into 
arrayTrackLengthsecs[counter]

  put 0 into 
arrayTimesPlayed[counter]

end repeat

Chapter 6 Answers
1 Design
2 a) Input validation

b) Linear search
c) Count occurrences
d) Find maximum / minimum

3 a) Pseudocode
b) In pseudocode, each line represents a line of 

code, so it is easy to see the relationship between 
the code and the design.

c) Sample answer

Display item
and its

location in
the list

Display item
and its

location in
the list

IF current
item =
target
value

2.5 2.6

Ask user for
target value

2.1

Take in
target value

2.2

LOOP - FOR
each item in

the list

2.3

Linear
search

2.4

4 Input validation
5 The linear search algorithm uses a Boolean variable, 

found. The counting occurrences algorithm uses 
a counter for the number of hits. Both algorithms 
compare each item in the list with the target value.

6 The search can stop when an item smaller (or larger) 
than the target item has been reached. This is an 
advantage when large lists are being searched.

7 There is no maximum number of attempted entries.
8 

4.1  set the maximum value to be equal to 
the first item

4.2  set the minimum value to be equal to 
the first item

4.3 loop – REPEAT
4.4    IF the current item is greater than  

the maximum value THEN
4.5     set the maximum value to be  

equal to the current item
4.6  END IF
4.7    IF the current item is less than  

the minimum value THEN
4.8     set the minimum value to be equal  

to the current item
4.9  END IF
4.10 end loop – UNTIL end of data
4.11 display maximum value
4.12 display minimum value
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9 Answer depends upon chosen software development 
environment.

10 

2.1 ask user for target value
2.2 take in the target value
2.3  loop WHILE target value is less than 

1 OR target value is greater than 100
2.4  prompt to re-enter target value
2.5  take in the data
2.6 end loop
2.7 loop – FOR each item in the list
2.8   IF current item = target value THEN
2.9   display found message
2.10     display item and its location in  

the list
2.11  END IF
2.12 end loop – NEXT item

11 Answer depends upon software development 
environment in use.

12 Zero may not be a value in the list; the list may 
consist entirely of negative numbers; or the 
minimum value may be less than zero (negative).

13 a) Sample answers

SQA Reference Language

RECORD countryDetails IS {STRING 
actName, STRING songName, STRING 
country, INTEGER year, INTEGER score}

Python

class countryDetails():

 actName:str=""

 songName:str=""

 country:str=""

 year:int=0

 score:int=0

class countryDetails():

 actName:str=""

 songName:str=""

 country:str=""

 year:int=0

 score:int=0

LiveCode

local arrayRecordCountry

...

  put "" into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]
["actName"]

  put "" into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]
["songName"]

  put "" into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]
["country"]

  put 0 into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]["year"]

  put 0 into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]
["score"]

b) Sample answers

SQA Reference Language

DECLARE arrayCountry [440] AS ARRAY OF 
countryDetails

Python

arrayCountry=[countryDetails() for x in 
range(0,440)]

LiveCode

repeat with counter = 0 to 439

  put "" into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]
["actName"]

  put "" into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]
["songName"]

  put "" into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]
["country"]

  put 0 into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]["year"]

  put 0 into 
arrayRecordCountry[counter]["score"]

end repeat

c) Sample answers
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SQA Reference Language

SET highestscore TO arrayCountry.
score[0]

FOR counter FROM 1 TO 440 DO

  IF highestscore < arrayCountry.
score[counter]THEN

   SET highestscore TO 
arrayCountry.score[counter]

 END IF

END FOR

SEND "The country with the highest score 
is" & highestscore TO DISPLAY

Python

highScore = arrayCountry[0].score

position=0

for counter in range 
(1,len(arrayCountry)):

  if arrayCountry[counter].score > 
highScore:

   highScore = 
arrayCountry[counter].score

  position=counter

...

print("The country with the highest 
score is", arrayCountry[position].
country)

LiveCode

local counter

 put 0 into counter

 put 0 into position

 put 0 into highScore

  put arrayRecordCountry[counter][0] into highScore

 repeat with counter = 1 to 439

   if arrayRecordCountry[counter]["score"] >highScore then

   put arrayRecordCountry[counter]["score"] into highScore

    put counter into position

   end if

 end repeat

put "The country with the highest score is " & arrayRecordCountry[position]
["country"] & return after field "output"

d) Sample answers

SQA Reference Language

SET zeropoints TO 0

FOR counter FROM 1 TO 440 DO

  IF arrayCountry.score[counter]=0 THEN

  zeropoints=zeropoints+1

 END IF

END FOR

SEND "No points were scored on " & 
zeropoints & "occasions" TO DISPLAY

Python

zeroPoints=0

for counter in range 
(0,len(arrayCountry)):

 if arrayCountry[counter].score ==0:

  zeroPoints+=1

...

print("No points were scored 
on",zeroPoints,"occasions")
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LiveCode

local counter

put 0 into counter

put 0 into zeroPoints

repeat with counter = 0 to 439

 if arrayRecordCountry[counter]["score"]=0 then

  put zeroPoints+1 into zeroPoints

 end if

end repeat

...

put "No points were scored on"&&zeroPoints&&"occasions" &return after field "output"

Chapter 7 Answers
1 The purpose of test data is to check whether or not 

the software meets the specification or does what it 
is supposed to do.

2 It should outline what you are trying to test and how 
you are going to do it.

3 Two from: The name of the program or module, 
what the program or module should do, the test data 
and the expected results from the test data.

4 Three types of test data are normal, extreme and 
exceptional.

5 Appropriate set of test data for two of the given 
problems.

6 Exhaustive testing involves testing a program with 
all of the possible sets of program inputs that it is 
designed to handle.

7 This can be true if it is impossible to test all the 
program pathways.

8 Any two from:
• Examine the source code, object code, test plan 

and results of testing already carried out by the 
software developer.

• Document additional tests to be carried out if 
appropriate.

• Retest the software, repeating all the original tests 
and performing any additional tests.

• Document any errors found and communicate 
these to the software developer for correction.

• Receive corrected code from the developer.
• Repeat all tests on the corrected code.

9 Debugging is the process of finding and correcting 
errors in a program.

10 a)  A syntax error is when the rules of the 
programming language are broken.

b) A linking error is when a program is incorrectly 
linked to a subroutine or module library.

c) An execution error is an error which shows up 
during program execution. These include overflow, 
rounding, truncation and division by zero.

11 a)  A logic error can be detected if the program 
runs but does not do what it is expected to do, 
for instance, it produces the wrong results.

b) An example of a logic error is: count = count+0
12 Misspelling a keyword e.g. rpint instead of print; 

FOR without a corresponding END FOR, no indent.
13 An error from the operating system could be ‘printer 

jammed’.
14 A dry run or hand testing is reading through a 

printout of the code in order to find mistakes.
15 a) 

Line 
No

highest position counter highest > 
figure[counter]?

2 5.173

3 0

4 1

5 True

6 4.795

7 1

4 2

5 True

6 3.584

7 2

4 3
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Line 
No

highest position counter highest > 
figure[counter]?

5 False

4 4

5 False

4 5

5 False

4 6

5 False

4 7

5 False

4 8

5 False

  Returns the lowest value and loops 9 times 
instead of 10.

b) 

Line 4 FOR counter FROM 1 TO 9 DO

Line 5  IF highest < figure[counter] THEN

c) Logic
16 a)  A structured listing is a formatted display or a 

printout of the program code.
b) A structured listing can aid the programmer by 

helping them to spot mistakes in the structure of 
the program, such as unclosed loops.

17 Python IDE has breakpoint() and single stepping 
(other Python IDE also have watchpoints). LiveCode 
has breakpoint and single stepping.

Chapter 8 Answers
1 An evaluation is when the software solution is 

reviewed against suitable criteria, such as the 
original software specification.

2 Any three from:
• Does your solution solve the original problem 

from the Analysis stage? (fitness for purpose)
• Does the software require excessive resources 

in order to run properly? (efficient use of code 
constructs)

• Does your program provide a clear user interface? 
(usability)

• How easy is it to correct and/or update the 
software in future? (maintainability)

• Is the software able to cope with errors during 
execution without failing? (robustness)

3 Program maintenance is changing a program, often 
some time after it was written.

4 Efficiency is desirable because it means that the software 
does not require excessive resources in order to run.

5 a) Sample answer

REPEAT

 RECEIVE hires FROM KEYBOARD

 IF hires<1 OR hires>10 THEN

   SEND "The number of hires 
must be between 1 and 10" TO 
DISPLAY

 END IF

UNTIL hires>=1 AND hires<=10

b) Sample answer using nested IF

IF hires = 1 THEN

 SET discount TO 0

 IF hires = 2 THEN

  SET discount TO 0.05

  IF hires = 3 THEN

   SET discount TO 0.1

   IF hires = 4 THEN

     SET discount TO 
0.15

     IF hires = 5 THEN

      SET 
discount 
TO 0.2

    END IF

   END IF

  END IF

 END IF

END IF
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Chapter 9 Answers
1 It details the tasks the end-user wants to be able to 

do once the database has been created.
2 It contains the types of operations the database 

should be able to perform, including queries and 

calculations and the type of data that is to be entered 
and stored.

3 Owner Team Division Dog Award

OwnerNumber TeamNumber DivisionCode UKFANumber AwardNumber

Forename Name Division Name Award

Surname Captain Type Breed Tournament

Address SeedRanking Area OwnerNumber Date

Town SeedTime TeamNumber UKFANumber

PhoneNumber RegistrationDate

Type

DivisionCode

4 Functional requirements. The database system 
should have:
• four tables to store Customer, Account, User and 

Programme
• suitable primary keys
• foreign keys to link the four tables.
 The database system also requires the following 

fields in which to store the necessary data.
• Customer

– customerID
– title
– forename
– surname
– address

– town
– postcode
– dateJoined
– emailAddress

• Account
– customerID
– package
– costPerMonth
– billingDate

– paymentType
– paymentDueDate
– billPaid

• User
– userID
– username

• Programme
– programmeID
– name
– type

– genre
– runningTime
– originalChannel

A query to:
• add new customers.
• add new users to a customer’s account.
• calculate the most popular TV programmes 

sorted in in order of popularity.
• calculate the most popular films sorted in in 

order of popularity.

• calculate the total number of customers on a 
specific contract.

• display the amount owed by a specific customer.
• calculate the number of direct debit customers.

5 a)  Staff should be able to perform a range of 
searches including those to display:
• details of jewellery within a specified price range.
• details of specified jewellery sold by a specified 

manufacturer.
Staff should be able to sort any search results where 
required and amongst others, should be able to calculate:

• quantity sold of each gemstone type sorted 
from most popular (descending order).

• the total number of each item type sold.
• the sales of each manufacturer in each shop.
• the total of all items purchased.
• end of month sales from each shop.

b) The database system should have:
• six tables to store Manufacturer, Designer, 

Jewellery, Jewellery Shop, Transaction and 
Receipt.

• suitable primary keys.
• foreign keys to link the six tables.

The database system also requires the following fields in 
which to store the necessary data.

• Manufacturer
– manufacturer name
– address
– town
– postcode
– telephone number

• Designer
– designer name
– speciality
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• Jewellery
– item type
– item name
– metal type
– gemstone
– gemstone shape
– price

• Jewellery Shop
– address
– town
– postcode
– telephone number

• Transaction
– quantity
– date sold

• Receipt (once implemented this will contain 
the receiptNumber and a relationship with the 
shop that made the sale).

A query to:
• search for the prices of jewellery between two 

values sorted by price.
• calculate the total of each gemstone type sold 

sorted from most to least popular.
• calculate the total of each item type sold.
• calculate the sales from each manufacturer.
• search for specified pieces of jewellery sold by 

one manufacturer.
• calculate (and display) each customer’s 

receipt.
• calculate the end of month’s sale per shop.

Chapter 10 Answers
Entity occurence and relationship diagrams

1 An entity can be described as any object we would 
like to model and store information about in a 
relational database.

2 An attribute is an individual data element in an entity.
3 a)  Entity occurrence diagrams, entity relationship 

diagrams and data dictionaries.
b) It allows the developer to clearly see how each 

entity relates to other entities, and how the data 
should be stored plus there is a clear understanding 

of how the current system works and how the new 
system should work once complete.

4 One-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many.
5 a)  One-to-one relationship between Driver and Team.

b) One-to-many relationship between Jockey and 
Horse.

c) Many-to-many relationship between Shoppers 
and Supermarkets.

6 The cardinality of the relationship specifically the 
‘many’ part.

7 a) DIVISION TEAM

SSC1

JNE3

0163A

9283Y

1135F

2123S

3254G

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1

AEF152

XZQ395

WHO167

TOT200

0163A

9283Y

1135F

2123S

3254G

001

005

012

DOG OWNER

DOG AWARD
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b) 

DIVISION TEAM

OWNER DOG

AWARD

has

is made up of

owns

can achieve

8 a) 

TR100

FISP

FIHA

TR1500

TRH110

TR200

SAC0017

SAC0045

SAC0055

SAC0096

SAC0125

SAC0158

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1

EVENT ENTRY ATHLETE

b) 

EVENT

ATHLETE ENTRY

consists of

can have

Data dictionary

9 Two or more attributes used to uniquely identify 
each occurrence and must consist of foreign keys, 
i.e. they are primary keys in the other linked tables.

10 Entity name, attribute names, primary and foreign 
keys, attribute type, attribute size (text types only), 
required and any validation associated with the 
attributes. 

11 

Entity Attribute Name Key Type Size Required Validation Sample data

ACCOUNT customerID PK Number Y Existing customerID 
from CUSTOMER table

100647888

package Text Y Restricted choice: 
White, Black, Blue, 
Red, Gold

Gold

costPerMonth Number Y >0 £45.98

billingDate Date Y 01/05/2021

paymentType Text Y Restricted choice: 
Standing Order, Direct 
Debit, Credit Card, 
Debit Card

Direct Debit

paymentDueDate Date Y 01/10/2020

billPaid Boolean Y Yes/No N

12 
Entity Attribute Name Key Type Size Required Validation Sample data

MANUFACTURER manufacturerID PK Text 10 Y Ace1648

name Text 25 Y Acevers

address Text 30 Y 12 Parkhouse 
Avenue 
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Entity Attribute Name Key Type Size Required Validation Sample data

town Text 25 Y East Beaghill

postcode Text 8 Y JW6 9XJ

telNo Text 13 Y maxLength=13 07955 346978

DESIGNER designerID PK Text 7 Y GSB2147

designerName Text 30 Y Jocelyn  
Jeffries

speciality Text 25 N Restricted choice: bracelet, 
ring, earrings, necklace, 
bangle, tiara

Bracelet

manufacturerID FK Text 10 Y Existing manufacturerID from 
MANUFACTURER table

Ace1648

JEWELLERY itemCode PK Text 7 Y WR001

itemType Text 15 Y Restricted choice: bracelet, 
ring, earrings, necklace, tiara

Ring

itemName Text 25 N Restricted choice: wedding 
ring, engagement ring,  
eternity ring, earring,  
necklace

Engagement 
ring

metalType Text 10 Y Restricted choice: Gold,  
Silver, Platinum, Pewter 

Gold

gemStone Text 20 N Restricted choice: Diamond, 
Ruby, Sapphire, Emerald, 
none

Diamond

gemstoneShape Text 15 N Restricted choice: teardrop, 
round, pear, square, heart, 
oval, none

Teardrop

price Number Y >0 £1345.00

designerID FK Text 7 Y Existing designerID from the 
DESIGNER table

GSB2147

TRANSACTION receiptNumber PK/
FK

Number Y Existing receiptNumber from 
RECEIPT table

46

itemCode PK/
FK

Text 7 Y Existing itemCode from  
JEWELLERY table

WR001

quantity Number Y >0 and <10 2

dateSold Date Y 12/10/2020

RECEIPT receiptNumber PK Number Y >0 46

shopNumber FK Number Y Existing shopNumber from 
SHOP table

5

SHOP shopNumber PK Number Y >=1 and <=10 5

address Text 30 Y 14 Appletree 
Lane

town Text 25 Y High Bramley

postcode Text 8 Y DC5 9HY

telNo Text 13 Y maxLength=13 07946 134311
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13 
Entity Attribute Name Key Type Size Required Validation

DIVISION divisionCode PK Text 4 Y

division Number Y

type Text 6 Y Restricted choice: Senior, Junior

area Text Y Restricted choice: Scotland, Midlands, 
North-East, North-West, South-East, 
South-West

TEAM teamNumber PK Text Y

name Text Y

captain Text Y

seedRanking Number Y >0

seedTime(sec) Number Y

registrationDate Date Y

type Text Y Restricted choice: Open, Multi-breed

divisionCode FK Text Y Existing divisionCode from DIVISION 
table

OWNER ownerNumber PK Text Y

forename Text Y

surname Text Y

address Text Y

town Text Y

phoneNumber Text Y

DOG UKFANumber PK Text Y

name Text Y

breed Text Y

ownerNumber FK Text Y Existing ownerNumber from OWNER 
table

teamNumber FK Text Y Existing teamNumber from TEAM table

AWARD awardNumber PK Number Y >0

award Text Y Restricted choice: Flyball Dog, Flyball 
Intermediate, Flyball Graduate, Flyball 
Advanced, Flyball Silver, Flyball Gold

tournament Text Y

date Date Y

UKFANumber FK Text Y
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14 
Entity Attribute Name Key Type Size Required Validation

EVENT eventCode PK Text 6 Y

type Text 5 Y Restricted choice: Track, Field

name Text 15 Y Restricted choice: 100m, 200m, 1500m, 
110m hurdles, Shot Put, Hammer Throw

ATHLETE athleteNo PK Text 7 Y

forename Text 15 Y

surname Text 15 Y

address Text 20 Y

town Text 15 Y

postcode Text 8 Y

ENTRY entryNo PK Number Y >0

athleteNo FK Text 7 Y Existing athleteNo table from ATHLETE 
table

eventCode FK Text 6 Y Existing eventCode table from EVENT 
table

time Text 15 N

distanceMetres Number N >0

15 a) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

name, designerName, metalType

Table(s) and query Manufacturer, Designer, Jewellery

Search criteria itemType = "bracelet"

Sort order

b) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

designerName, price

Table(s) and query Designer, Jewellery

Search criteria metalType = "white gold" AND 
itemName = "wedding ring"

Sort order

c) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

designerName, metalType,  
gemstone, gemstoneShape, price

Table(s) and query Designer, Jewellery

Search criteria itemName = "engagement ring" AND 
price>1850 AND price<2200

Sort order metalType ASC, price ASC

16 a) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

team.name, owner.forename, owner.
surname, dog.name 

Table(s) and query Division, Team, Owner, Dog

Search criteria Division.divisionCode= "SSC1"

Sort order

b) 
Query Type UPDATE

Table Owner

New/updated 
values

address = "34 Leven Road", town = 
"Rowansville"

Criteria forename = "Roger" AND surname= 
"Clarke"

c) 
Query Type INSERT (INTO)

Table Award

New/updated 
values

(12, "Flyball Dog Gold", "Figtreeton", 
#22/01/2020#, "2123S")

Criteria
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d) 
Query Type DELETE (FROM)

Table Dog

New/updated 
values

Criteria UKFANumber = "9283Y"

Aggregate functions

17 a) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Teams registered before Jan 1st 2000 
= COUNT(*)

Table(s) and query Team

Search criteria registrationDate< #01/01/2000#

Sort order

b) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Fastest seed time = MIN(seedtime)

Table(s) and query Team

Search criteria

Sort order

18 a) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Total=SUM(Transaction.
quantity*Jewellery.price)

Table(s) and query Receipt, Transaction, Jewellery

Search criteria Receipt.receiptNumber=5

Sort order

b) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Most expensive = MAX(price)

Table(s) and query Jewellery

Search criteria

Sort order

c) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Number of necklaces by Harriet 
Henry = COUNT(*)

Table(s) and query Designer, Jewellery

Search criteria designerName= "Harriet Henry"

Sort order

d) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Average price gold wedding rings by 
Iain Ibbotsen = AVG(Jewellery.price)

Table(s) and query Designer, Jewellery

Search criteria Designer.designerName = "Iain 
Ibbotsen" and Jewellery.itemName = 
"wedding ring" and Jewellery. 
metalType = "Gold"

Sort order

19 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Total tickets = SUM(quantity), Total 
money = SUM(quantity*price)

Table(s) and query Ticket

Search criteria

Sort order

Grouping and aliases

20 a) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Stage.stageName, Number of acts = 
COUNT(Act.actName)

Table(s) and query Stage, Act

Search criteria

Grouping Stage.stageName

Sort order

b) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Stage.stageName, Total set length = 
SUM(Act.setLengthMins)

Table(s) and query Stage, Act

Search criteria

Grouping Stage.stageName

Sort order SUM(Act.setLengthMins) DESC

21 a) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Jewellery.gemstone, Total Gemstones 
Sold = SUM(Transaction.quantity)

Table(s) and query Jewellery, Receipt

Search criteria

Grouping Jewellery.gemstone

Sort order SUM(Transaction.quantity) DESC
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b) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Jewellery.itemType, Total Items Sold 
= SUM(Transaction.quantity)

Table(s) and query Jewellery, Transaction,  Receipt

Search criteria

Grouping Jewellery.itemType

Sort order

c) 

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Manufacturer.manufacturer, Total 
Sales = SUM(Transaction.quantity* 
Jewellery.price)

Table(s) and query Manufacturer, Designer, Jewellery, 
Transaction

Search criteria

Grouping Manufacturer.manufacturer

Sort order

22 a) 
Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

breed, Number of dogs = COUNT(*)

Table(s) and query Dog

Search criteria

Grouping breed

Sort order COUNT(*) ASC

b) 

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Dog.dogName, Medals won = 
COUNT(*)

Table(s) and query Dog, Award

Search criteria

Grouping Dog.dogName

Sort order COUNT(*) ASC

Using the result of a previous query

23 
Query 1: Average time

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Average seed time = AVG(seedTime)

Table(s) and query Team

Search criteria

Grouping

Sort order

Query 2: Faster teams

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

teamName

Table(s) and query Team, [Average time]

Search criteria seedTime < Average seed time

Grouping

Sort order seedtime ASC

24 a) 
Query 1: Highest price

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Most expensive = MAX(price)

Table(s) and query Jewellery

Search criteria

Sort order

Query 2: Most expensive piece(s)

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Jewellery.itemName, Jewellery.
itemType, Designer.designerName, 
Jewellery.price

Table(s) and query Jewellery, [Highest price], Designer

Search criteria Jewellery.price = Most expensive

Sort order

b) 

Query 1: Average price jewellery

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Average price = AVG(price)

Table(s) and query Jewellery

Search criteria

Grouping

Sort order

Query 2: Number more expensive

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Pieces more expensive than average 
= COUNT(*)

Table(s) and query Jewellery, [Average price jewellery]

Search criteria price > [Average price]

Grouping

Sort order
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Query 1: Cheapest engagement ring

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Cheapest = MIN(price)

Table(s) and query Jewellery

Search criteria itemName= "engagement ring"

Grouping

Sort order

Query 2: All cheapest engagement rings

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Jewellery.itemName, Designer.
designerName, Jewellery.price

Table(s) and query Jewellery, [Cheapest engagement 
ring], Designer

Search criteria Jewellery.itemName= "engagement 
ring" AND Jewellery.price = Cheapest

Grouping

Sort order

25 
Query 1: Average set length

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Average length = AVG(setLengthMins)

Table(s) and query Act

Search criteria

Grouping

Sort order

Query 2: Short set length

Field(s) and 
calculation(s)

Act.actName, Stage.stageName, Act.
setLengthMins

Table(s) and query Act, [Average set length], Stage

Search criteria Act.setLengthMins < Average length

Grouping

Sort order Act.setLengthMins DESC

Chapter 11 Answers
Basic queries

1 a) 

SELECT Manufacturer.name, Designer.
designerName, Jewellery.metalType

FROM Manufacturer, Designer, Jewellery

WHERE Manufacturer.
manufacturerID=Designer.manufacturerID 
AND Designer.designerID=Jewellery.
designerID AND Jewellery.itemType = 
"bracelet"

b) 

SELECT Designer.designerName, Jewellery.
price

FROM Designer, Jewellery

WHERE Designer.designerID=Jewellery.
designerID AND Jewellery.metalType = 
"white gold" AND Jewellery.itemName= 
"wedding ring"

c) 

SELECT Designer.designerName, Jewellery.
metalType, Jewellery.gemstone, 
Jewellery.gemstoneShape, Jewellery.price

FROM Designer, Jewellery

WHERE Designer.designerID=Jewellery.
designerID AND Jewellery.itemName 
= "engagement ring" AND Jewellery.
price>1850 AND Jewellery.price<1200

ORDER BY Jewellery.metalType ASC, 
Jewellery.price ASC

2 a)    This will display all the items of jewellery that 
feature an emerald.

b) This will display all the addresses, towns, 
postcodes and telephone numbers of all the 
Seudair shops in Strathbannon.

c) This will display all the manufacturers and their 
designers who specialise in necklaces.
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3 a) 

SELECT team.name, owner.forename, owner.
surname, dog.name

FROM Division, Team, Owner, Dog

WHERE Division.divisionCode=Team.
divisionCode AND Team.teamNumber=Dog.
teamNumber AND Dog.ownerNumber=owner.
ownerNumber AND Division.divisionCode= 
"SSC1"

b) 

UPDATE Owner

SET address="34 Leven Road", 
town="Rowansville"

WHERE forename = "Roger" AND surname= 
"Clarke"

c) 

INSERT INTO Award

VALUES (12, "Flyball Dog Gold", 
"Figtreeton", "22/01/2020", "2123S")

d) 

DELETE *

FROM Dog

WHERE UKFANumber = "9283Y"

4 a)    This will display the owner’s full name and their 
dogs who live in Cherrybrook.

b) This will display the name of the dog(s) and team 
name whose owners have the surname Crane and 
run with Furr Goodness Sake.

c) This query will insert the details for a new team 
called Fluff and Nonsense into the Team table.

d) This query will update The Growlers team 
captain in the Team table from Chris Danes to 
Rita Jeanetta.

e) This query removes the dog whose UKFANumber 
is 1031K from the Dog table.

Implementation of computed values and aliases

5 a) 

SELECT Designer.designerName, Jewellery.
itemName, (Jewellery.price*1.1) AS [New 
Price(£)]

FROM Designer, Jewellery

WHERE Designer.designerID=Jewellery.
designerID AND Jewellery.itemType = "ring"

b) 

SELECT Jewellery.itemName, Jewellery.
metalType, (Jewellery.price*0.75) AS 
[Sale Price(£)]

FROM Jewellery

WHERE Jewellery.itemType = "necklace"

6 All of designer Harriet Henry’s items of jewellery will 
be reduced by 15%.

Implementation of aggregate functions

7 a) 

SELECT COUNT(*) AS [Teams registered 
before January 1st 2000]

FROM Team

WHERE registrationDate<#01/01/2020#

(In MS Access the date has to be enclosed with # so that 
it will treat it as a numeric expression instead of a text 
expression.)

b) 

SELECT MIN(seedTime) AS [Fastest seed 
time]

FROM Team

8 a) i)    This query will count and display the number 
of dogs owned by Susan Crane (Owner 
number XZQ395).

ii) Number of dogs
 3

b) i)  This query will display the average seed time 
rounded to two decimal places.

ii) Average seed time 
 19.13
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9 a) 

SELECT SUM(Transaction.
quantity*Jewellery.price) AS Total

FROM Receipt, Transaction, Jewellery

WHERE Receipt.receiptNumber=Transaction.
receiptNumber AND Jewellery.
itemCode=Transaction.itemCode AND 
Receipt.receiptNumber=5

b) 

SELECT MAX(price) AS [Most expensive]

FROM Jewellery

c) 

SELECT COUNT(*) AS [Number of necklaces 
by Harriet Henry]

FROM Designer,Jewellery

WHERE Designer.designerID=Jewellery.
designerID AND Designer.designerName= 
"Harriet Henry"

d) 

SELECT AVG(Jewellery.price) AS [Average 
price gold wedding rings by Iain 
Ibbotsen]

FROM Designer,Jewellery

WHERE Designer.designerID=Jewellery.
designerID AND Designer.designerName = 
"Iain Ibbotsen" and Jewellery.itemName = 
"wedding ring" and Jewellery.metalType = 
"Gold"

10 

SELECT SUM(quantity) AS [Total tickets], 
SUM(quantity*price) AS [Total money]

FROM Ticket

11 a) i)    This query will display the fastest time over 
200m.

ii) Fastest time over 200m 
 00:00:24.23

b) i)  This query will display the average hammer 
throw distance.

ii) Average hammer throw distance (m) 
66.65

Grouping and aliases

12 a) 

SELECT Stage.stageName, COUNT(Act.
actName) AS [Number of acts]

FROM Stage, Act

WHERE Stage.stageName=Act.stageName

GROUP BY Stage.stageName

b) 

SELECT Stage.stageName, SUM(Act.
setLengthMins) AS [Total set length]

FROM Stage, Act

WHERE Stage.stageName=Act.stageName

GROUP BY Stage.stageName

ORDER BY SUM(Act.setLengthMins) DESC

13 a) 

SELECT Jewellery.gemstone, 
SUM(Transaction.quantity) AS [Total 
Gemstones Sold]

FROM Jewellery, Transaction, Receipt

WHERE Receipt.receiptNumber=Transaction.
receiptNumber AND Jewellery.
itemCode=Transaction.itemCode

GROUP BY Jewellery.gemstone

ORDER BY SUM(Transaction.quantity) DESC

b) 

SELECT Jewellery.itemType, 
SUM(Transaction.quantity) AS [Total 
Items Sold]

FROM Jewellery, Transaction, Receipt

WHERE Receipt.receiptNumber=Transaction.
receiptNumber AND Jewellery.
itemCode=Transaction.itemCode

GROUP BY Jewellery.itemType
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c) 

SELECT Manufacturer.manufacturer, 
SUM(Transaction.quantity* Jewellery.
price) AS [Total Sales]

FROM Manufacturer, Designer, Jewellery, 
Transaction

WHERE Manufacturer.
manufacturerID=Designer.manufacturerID 
AND Designer.designerID=Jewellery.
designerID AND Jewellery.
itemCode=Transaction.itemCode

GROUP BY Manufacturer.manufacturer

14 The query will display the Shop Number and the 
Total Sales per Shop(£) grouped by each shop.

15 a) 

SELECT breed, COUNT(*) AS [Number of 
dogs]

FROM Dog

GROUP BY breed

ORDER BY COUNT(*) ASC

b) 

SELECT Dog.dogName, COUNT(*) AS [Medals 
won]

FROM Dog, Award

WHERE Dog.UKFANumber= Award.UKFANumber

GROUP BY Dog.dogName

ORDER BY COUNT(*) ASC

Using the result of a previous query

16 

MS Access 
Query 1: Average time

SELECT AVG(seedTime) AS [Average seed 
time]

FROM Team

Query 2: Faster teams

SELECT teamName, seedtime

FROM Team, [Average time]

WHERE seedTime < [Average seed time]

ORDER BY seedTime ASC

MySQL

SELECT teamName, seedtime

FROM Team

WHERE seedTime < (SELECT AVG(seedTime) 
FROM Team)

ORDER BY seedTime ASC

17 a) 
MS Access
Query 1: Highest price

SELECT MAX(price) AS [Most expensive]

FROM Jewellery

Query 2: Most expensive piece(s)

SELECT itemName, itemType, designerName, 
price

FROM Jewellery, [Highest price], Designer

WHERE Jewellery.designerID=Designer.
designerID AND price=[Most expensive]

MySQL

SELECT itemName, itemType, 
designerName, price

FROM Jewellery, Designer

WHERE Jewellery.designerID=Designer.
designerID AND price=(SELECT MAX(price)
FROM Jewellery)

b) 

MS Access
Query 1: Average price jewellery

SELECT AVG(price) AS [Average price]

FROM Jewellery

Query 2: Number more expensive

SELECT COUNT(*) AS [Pieces more 
expensive than average]

FROM Jewellery, [Average price 
jewellery]

WHERE price>[Average price]
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MySQL

SELECT COUNT(*) AS [Pieces more 
expensive than average]

FROM Jewellery

WHERE price>(SELECT AVG(price) FROM 
Jewellery)

c) 

MS Access
Query 1: Cheapest engagement ring

SELECT MIN(price) AS Cheapest

FROM Jewellery

WHERE itemName= "engagement ring"

Query 2: All cheapest engagement rings

SELECT Jewellery.itemName, Designer.
designerName, Jewellery.price

FROM Jewellery, [Cheapest engagement 
ring], Designer

WHERE Jewellery.designerID=Designer.
designerID AND Jewellery.itemName= 
"engagement ring" AND Jewellery.price = 
Cheapest

MySQL

SELECT Jewellery.itemName, Designer.
designerName, Jewellery.price

FROM Jewellery, Designer

WHERE Jewellery.designerID=Designer.
designerID AND Jewellery.itemName=  
"engagement ring" AND Jewellery.price = 
(SELECT MIN(price) FROM Jewellery WHERE 
itemName= "engagement ring")

18 

MS Access
Query 1: Average set length

SELECT AVG(setLength) AS [Average length]

FROM Act

Query 2: Short set length

SELECT Act.actName, Stage.stageName, 
Act.setLengthMins

FROM Act, [Average set length], Stage

WHERE Act.setLengthMins<[Average 
length]

ORDER BY Act.setLengthMins DESC

MySQL

SELECT Act.actName, Stage.stageName, 
Act.setLengthMins

FROM Act, Stage

WHERE Act.setLengthMins<(SELECT AVG 
(setLength) FROM Act)

ORDER BY Act.setLengthMins DESC

19 This query will display the names of all the hammer 
throw athletes in alphabetical order of surname who 
have thrown further than the average distance.

Chapter 12 Answers
1 a) All itemTypes which contain the name “necklace” 

would be searched for in the Jewellery table and the 
itemName, metalType, gemstone and price would 
be written down. The SQL query would then be 
executed and the results checked against the manual 
search items.

b) The Jewellery table should be manually searched 
for rings and the designerID found. The 
corresponding designerID should be searched 
for in the Designer table and the name noted for 
each ring found. The SQL query would then be 
executed, and the results checked against the 
manual search items.
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c) The wildcard clause has been incorrectly 
formed and should read

SELECT itemName, gemstone, metalType

FROM Jewellery

WHERE itemType = "ring" AND metalType 
LIKE "*gold"

d) The wrong aggregate function has been used. 
SUM should have been used to add up the items. 
The equi-join is missing. A correctly formed SQL 
query should look like:

SELECT SUM(Transaction.quantity*Jewellery.
price) AS [Total amount owed]

FROM Receipt, Transaction, Jewellery

WHERE Receipt.receiptNumber=Transaction.
receiptNumber AND Jewellery.
itemCode=Transaction.itemCode AND 
Receipt.receiptNumber=2

e) In the first query, the wrong aggregate function 
has been used. It should be AVG and not MAX. 
The corrected query is:

MS Access

SELECT ROUND(AVG(price) ,2) AS [Average 
price]

FROM Jewellery

  In the second query, the wrong relational 
operator has been used. It should be < (less than) 
and not > (greater than) and the ORDER BY clause 
is DESC and not ASC. The corrected query is:

SELECT Designer.designerName, Jewellery.
itemName, Jewellery.metalType, 
Jewellery.price

FROM Designer, Jewellery, [Average price]

WHERE Designer.designerID=Jewellery.
designerID AND Jewellery.itemName = 
"wedding ring" AND price<[Average]

ORDER BY Jewellery.price ASC

  The wrong aggregate function has been used. It 
should be AVG and not MAX. the wrong relational 
operator has been used. It should be < (less than) 
and not > (greater than) and the ORDER BY clause 
is DESC and not ASC. The corrected query is:

MySQL

SELECT Designer.designerName,  
Jewellery.itemName, Jewellery.metalType, 
Jewellery.price

FROM Designer, Jewellery

WHERE Designer.designerID=Jewellery. 
designerID AND Jewellery.itemName = 
"wedding ring" AND

price<(SELECT ROUND(AVG(price) ,2) FROM 
Jewellery)

ORDER BY Jewellery.price ASC

2 a)    The teamNumber should be read from the Team 
table where the teamName is Furr Goodness Sake 
and then matched to each dog in the Dog table. 
For each dog found the ownerNumber should 
then be matched to the owner’s forename and 
surname in the Owner table. Finally, the output 
gathered should be compared to the query when 
it is executed.

b) The equi-join is missing in the WHERE 
clause and the breed of dog is missing which 
is why Hamish the Golden Retriever is 
displayed. The corrected query is:

SELECT Dog.dogName, Dog.breed, Award.
award

FROM Dog, Award

WHERE Dog.UKFANumber=Award.UKFANUmber 
AND Dog.dogName= "Hamish" AND 
breed="English Cocker Spaniel"

3 a)    This query will remove all entries from the 
Act table. The corrected query should be:

FROM Act

WHERE actName= "Big Dave and the 
Bandits"

b) There are no aliases in the query. Acts cannot 
appear on two stages at the same time so that 
logical operator AND should be swapped with 
the logical operator OR. There is no ORDER 
BY clause to sort the start time when the query 
finally executes.
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SELECT Stage.stageName AS [Stage Name], Act.actName AS [Act], Act.startTime AS  
[Start Time]

FROM Act, Stage

WHERE Stage.stageName=Act.stageName AND (Stage.stageName= "The Big Top" OR Stage.
stageName= "Curved Stage") AND day="Saturday"

ORDER BY Act.startTime ASC

Chapter 13 Answers
1 The query is not fit for purpose and does not 

produce any output as it does not work. The 
aggregate function should be COUNT and not SUM 
and there are no aliases as requested.

Corrected query:

MS Access

SELECT Division.division AS [Division 
Number], COUNT(Dog.UKFANumber) AS 
[Number of dogs]

FROM Division, Team, Dog

WHERE Division.divisionCode=Team.
divisionCode AND Team.teamNumber=Dog.
teamNumber

GROUP BY Division.division

MySQL

SELECT Division.division AS 'Division 
Number', COUNT(Dog.UKFANumber) AS  
'Number of dogs'

FROM Division, Team, Dog

WHERE Division.divisionCode=Team. 
divisionCode AND Team.teamNumber=Dog.
teamNumber

GROUP BY Division.division

2 The query produces the correct output and exactly 
matches the expected output. Therefore the query is 
fit for purpose.

3 a)  The query does not produce accurate output 
as it should display both the package and the 
total number of customers on each package. It is 
also not fit for purpose as it is impossible to tell 
which package is which since neither the column 
displaying the package is shown and the alias is 
missing from the Total customers column.

Corrected query:

SELECT package, COUNT(*)AS [Total 
customers]

FROM Account

GROUP BY package

b) The query does not produce accurate output 
as it does not have the aliases required and is 
sorted incorrectly. However, it is fit for purpose 
as it does still show the most popular film at the 
bottom of the list output.

Corrected query:

SELECT Programme.type AS Film, COUNT(*) 
AS [Number of views]

FROM Programme, Usage

WHERE Programme.programmeID=Usage.
programmeID AND Programme.type= "Film"

GROUP BY Programme.name

ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC
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c) The query produces accurate output as it 
searches for customers who have and also 
displays the correct headings as required. 
However, it is not fit for purpose as it 
does not produce the amount owed by 
customers rather the amount already paid 
by customers.

Corrected query:

SELECT Customer.title, Customer.forename, 
Customer.surname, costPerMonth AS 
[Monthly payment outstanding], Account.
billPaid

FROM Customer, Account

WHERE Customer.customerID=Account.
customerID AND Account.billPaid=False

Chapter 14 Answers
1 The person, company or people for whom the 

website is intended.
2 These are one of the criteria used to check that the 

website is fit for purpose once developed.
3 These are the functions and facilities that the website 

is intended to perform.
4 Any three from:

• The client would like a page for a feedback form 
for visitors of the airshow.

• Users should be able to view the history of the 
planes including images and videos flying from 
WW1, WW2 and current fighter jets including 
the Red Arrows.

• Users should be able to view information 
including images on other types of displays such as 
seaplanes, aerial display teams and wing walkers.

• Users who want a special access ticket will require 
access to a secure website to book these tickets.

• The client would like users to be able to view the 
programme of events on each of the two days.

• Users should be able to read a welcome from the 
Provost of InverBlair Council.

5 Any three from:
• The Booking page should provide access to 

a secure booking website so tickets may be 
purchased

• The Ultimate FrisbeeTM page should have 
detailed information on how to play the sport 
including a video of what is involved.

• The Come-and-try page should have information 
about cheese rolling and should inform 
spectators that they can participate on any day.

• The Programme page should have programmes 
of events taking place on each of the days of 
competition.

• The Sports page should have information, images 
and videos for each of the following sports: Shin 
kicking, Extreme Ironing, Toe Wrestling, Bog 
Snorkelling, Lawnmower Racing, Wife Carrying, 
Chess Boxing and Black Pudding Throwing.

• The Home page should display information 
about what are unusual sports and what is 
unique about them. 

Chapter 15 Answers
1 The way in which a website is designed.
2 Hierarchical involves moving up and down levels 

of a website, whereas a linear structure involves 
moving in a linear/sequential fashion between pages.

3 a) One of:
• allows fast movement between pages
• can be easily expanded.

b) Allows the user to move easily back and forward 
through a series of web pages.
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4 Sample answer

Sports Page

Shin Kicking
Page

Extreme
Ironing Page

Toe Wrestling
Page

Bog Snorkelling
Page

Lawnmower
Racing Page

Wife Carrying
Page

Chess Boxing
Page

Back Pudding
Throwing Page

Ultimate
Frisbee™ Page

Information
Page

Videos Page

Programme
Page

Home Page

Come And
Try Page

Booking Page

External Booking
Page
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5 Sample answer

Rèidio Gu Tuath
Page

Rèidio Gu Deas
Page

Rèidio Gu Deas
Page

Rèidio An Iar
Page

Fifteen Minutes
Of Fab Page

Bach Page

Beethoven
Page

Mozart Page

Local News
Page

National News
Page

International
News Page

Talk Page

Sports Page

Home Page

6 It shows the layout of a web page using labelled 
blocks.

7 A wireframe should include the horizontal and 
vertical positions of:
• the navigation bar
• text that will appear on the page
• media elements - images, video and audio 

(including sizes where appropriate)
• the file types (and names) of each of the media 

elements
• any interactive parts of the page
• any hyperlinks
• each of the form elements

8 The appearance of the website on the screen.
9 When a website is easy to read and understand.
10 By measuring the reading age of the text on the 

website
11 •  Too many planes, videos, links in wireframe for 

showing on a tablet/smartphone.
• Images are all different sizes and differently 

aligned.
• Images have no particular associated file type.
• No context for videos.
• No indication of what should be in text boxes.
• Link with no indication of which page it links to.
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12 Sample answer
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13 Sample answer

14 To demonstrate how a limited version of a website 
should look and feel to a client.

15 Whether there are any orphan pages or dead links.
16 a)  It can either be paper-based or with presentation 

or specialist prototyping software.
b) 

Paper

Advantage, one of:

• it is cheap to implement.
• it is fast to create.
• it allows more people to take part in (and 

understand) the design process as no special 
skills are required.

Disadvantage, one of:

• it is not always clear to users which parts of the 
paper design are interactive without using their 
imagination.

• two people are required to demonstrate.
Electronic

Advantage:

• only one person required to demonstrate.
Disadvantage, one of:

• more expensive to implement.
• slower to create because fewer people are directly 

involved.
17 Student’s own answer
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Chapter 16 Answers
1 nav, header, footer, section, main
2 It tells the HTML page where to send the form-data.

a) 

Owner’s name

<input type="text" name="name" size="30" maxlength="30" required>

Pet’s name

Pet’s name <input type="text" name="petname" size="30" maxlength="30" required>

b) 

<input type="text" name="kennelname" size="30" maxlength="30" >

c) 

<input type="number" name="rating" min="1" max="10" required>

d) 

<select name="title" multiple required >

 <option value="brock">Mr Brock</option>

 <option value="hillier">Mr Hillier</option>

 <option value="collins">Ms Collins</option>

 <option value="green">Mrs Green</option>

</select>

e) 

<textarea name="description" rows="10" cols="80" maxlength="500">Enter your  
comments about your pet’s treatment.</textarea>

f) 

<input type="radio" name="appt" id="yes" value="yes" required> Yes

<input type="radio" name="appt" id="no" value="no" checked>No

g) 

<input type="submit" onclick="alert(Survey sent. ')" value="Thank-you for  submitting 
your comments">
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Chapter 17 Answers
Styling

1 Cascading stylesheet
2 Applying styles to each web page
3 Inline, internal, external
4 a)  The text will be blue and centred on the web 

page
b) The text will be magenta/pink on a yellow 

background with a font size of 24 points and 
aligned to the right on the web page

5 It makes it difficult to achieve the same styles across 
web pages

6 In the <head> tags
7 The text in all h1 tags will be red, bold and sized  

28 points.
  Each hyperlink will have a black background with 

magenta/pink text and sized 22 points.
  All images will be sized 300x200 pixels (width  

x height)
8 All text in <div> tags will change colour to orange, 

font to Georgia, font size to 18 points and will 
change to bold. The background on <h1> tags will 
change to black with green text.

9 Inline, Internal, External

Selectors

10 a)  h1{color:orange;font-size:24pt; 
background-color:black}

b) p{text-align :center ; color :rgb(255,3,255),  
font-family:Calibri}

c) img{height:200px; width:300px}
11 a) i)   body{background-color:azure}

ii) p{font-family:Calibri;font-size:14pt;color: 
honeydew;text-align:center}

b) i) .onethree{background-color: darkslategray}
ii) .two{background-color: seagreen}
iii) .navfoot{background-color: darkcyan}
iv) .cheeseimg{width:300px; height:200px}

c) i)  #navhyp{font-family:Candara; 
font-size:14pt;color: honeydew}

ii) #foothyp{font-family:Candara; 
font-size:12pt;color: honeydew}

iii) #cheeseheading{font-family:Candara; 
font-size:18pt;background-color:seagreen; 
color: honeydew}

12 a) Sample answer

body {margin:auto}

h1 {margin-left:120px;margin-top:50px}

header,main{margin-top:10px}

header,main,section{margin-bottom:10px}

nav,footer{margin-top:5px}

b) Sample answer

section, footer{padding-left:10px}

p, h2{padding:10px}

section{padding-right:5px}

footer{padding-top:20px; 
padding-bottom:5px}

13 Sample answer

body,p{color: #FFF5FC}

section{background-color: #B0719E}

h1, h2 {color:#191970}

14 The style will only be applied to that part of each 
of the nav element which makes it more efficient. 
This will only apply the display:block to the anchor 
element in the list element of the nav bar. Any other 
anchor elements on this page or any other will not 
be affected. 

Controlling appearance and positioning of elements

15 #plane{width:640px; height:480px}
16 .helicoptervid{width:400px; height:300px}
17 a) body{width:800px}

b) header {height:200px}
c) footer{height:100px}
d) nav{height:130px}

18 p{margin:10px 20px 10px 15px}
19 It horizontally centres the element inside its 

container and means that the element’s position will 
automatically be set by the browser. The space that 
is left is split between the left and right margins. 
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20 a) 
HTML

<header>

<h1>SBC - Radio Caledonia</h1>

<img id="calbanner" src="../images/
caledonia.png">

</header>

CSS

#calbanner{float:right; width:150px; 
height:100px}

b) i)     The image is not on the same line as the 
heading on the page.

ii) display:inline
  This will change the ensure that the <h1> 

selector does not take up the entire line by 
default.

iii) h1 {display:inline;font-family:Arial; 
font-size:30px;}

c) 

body {margin:auto}

body {width:900px}

header{height:140px}

d) Margins are used to specify the space around 
an element. Padding sets the space around the 
content of each element.

e) 

header{margin-top:20px}

h1{padding-left:270px;  
padding-top:50px}

#calbanner{padding-right:10px; 
float:right; width:150px;height:100px}

21 It would make sure that any float properties 
previously applied to elements in a page do not 
continue to be applied.

Create horizontal navigation bars

22 a) footer ul{list-style-type:none}
b) nav ul li a:hover {background-color:darkred; 

color:linen} 

Page layouts using CSS styling

23 Sample answer
a) 

section{padding:10px}

.party{width:400px;float:right; 
padding-right:90px}

.people{float:left;padding-right:20px}

.left{width200px;float:left}

b) i)    It will move all the elements in the <p> tags 
10 pixels away from the edge of the element.

ii) All <h1> elements will allow other elements 
to be displayed in the same line, will float 
to the left of the section and are coloured in 
aliceblue.

c) Sample answer

#rate{width:300px;float:left}

#feedback{margin-left:350px}

#button{float:right;padding:10px}
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Chapter 18 Answers
1 A programming language that allows the user to 

carry out or automate tasks.
2 JavaScript and VBScript
3 To make web pages more dynamic and interactive.
4 any two of

• it may be included in the HTML code of a web 
page

• the code will operate without an internet 
connection

• it can load only the required content of a web 
page

• it is a fully featured programming language.
5 any two of 

• security: hackers can use JavaScript to run 
malware

• advertising: JavaScript may be used to create 
pop-up windows

• layout: the output from JavaScript may look 
different on different browsers.

6 Inline, internal and external
7 The way in which HTML uses JavaScript to 

execute code when either the user or browser does 
something to trigger it.

8 An event handler is JavaScript code which is in the 
HTML document and not inside script tags so that 
when the user moves the mouse over or clicks on 
something then some JavaScript code is executed.

9 Onmouseover, onmouseout and onclick
10 The text ‘Click me quick!’ will appear in the browser. 

When the user clicks it, the text is replaced with the 
message ‘You clicked me!!’

11 The image studio1 will be displayed initially. When 
the onmouseover event is triggered by the user 
moving the mouse over the image it will change the 
image to studio2 When the onmouseout event is 
triggered by the user moving the mouse away, the 
original image will be displayed.

12 The image chessboxing will be displayed initially. 
When the onmouseover event is triggered by 
the user moving the mouse over the image, the 
chessboxing image will increase in size to 400x266 
pixels. When the onmouseout event is triggered by 
the user moving the mouse away, the original image 
will be displayed.

13 It makes the loading of web pages slow and 
inefficient and also makes maintenance difficult.

14 Either in the <head> or the <body> tags
15 <script></script>
16 The text will display in red in the browser. When 

the onmouseover event is triggered, the function 
blue() is called and the text style changes the colour 
of the text to blue. When the onmouseout event is 
triggered, the function red() is called and the text 
style changes back to red.
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17 

<html>

<head>

<script>

function large(thisPlane)

{thisPlane.style.height='600';

thisPlane.style.width='900';

        }

function small(thisPlane)

{thisPlane.style.height='200';

thisPlane.style.width='300';

    }

</script>

</head>

<body>

<img src="images/vulcan.jpg"  
width='300' height='200' 
onclick="large(this)" 
onmouseout="small(this)">

</body>

</html>

18 
In the <head> tags

<script>

function frogImg(){

document.getElementById("image").src= 
"../images/frog.jpg";

}

function toadImg(){

document.getElementById("image").src= 
"../images/toad.jpg";

</script>

In the body

<img onmouseover= "toadImg()" 
 onmouseout= "frogImg()" id= "image"

src="../images/frog.jpg">

19 The script can be referred to many times without 
having to be rewritten in every HMTL document. 
Updating is easier as it only has to be done once to 
affect each web page that refers to it.

20 This will display six images, one of each sport. 
When the onmouseover event is triggered, a large 
version of the image will display with information 
about the sport with a video of the sport at the 
bottom.  This will change depending on which 
image is selected.

Chapter 19 Answers
Usability testing
1 It should take place as soon as a wireframe in the 

design phase has been created.
2 Personas, test cases and scenarios
3 Because the developer will not be present when the 

website is actually being used by other people.
4 a)  Personas are fictitious users created to accurately 

represent the individuals or audience who are 
likely to be using the website

b) When specific features of the website need to 
be tested and a series of instructions need to be 
followed to complete the task

c) Open-ended tasks in which the user has to 
perform a series of tasks based on a situation

5 Example persona – a native Scottish Gaelic speaker 
who wishes to listen to their music/news in Gaelic

6 Sample answer
  Click on the Programme of events page. Click on 

Sunday’s programme. Find out the time the Red 
Arrow’s perform their display.

7 Sample answer
  Buy 2 adult and 2 child tickets for the Saturday of 

the airshow.
8 a)  Restricted choice check – to make sure only 

certain types of title can be entered, e.g. Mr, Mrs, 
Dr, etc.

b) Range check – to restrict the number of tickets 
that can be bought, e.g. no more than 50

c) Presence check – to make sure names are entered
d) Length check – so that there is a limit on the 

number of characters that can be entered.
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9 This involves testing that all the links work whether 
they are in the navigational bar or included as part 
of other pages. 

10 a)  There is no associated page when the link is clicked.
b) There is no link from the page to any other page 

in the website.
11 a) 

Page tested Home

Test Expected result Actual Result Pass/ Fail Date Action Taken

Event programme link Event programme page displayed

Displays link Displays page displayed

History of planes link History of planes page displayed

Book tickets link Book tickets page displayed

Feedback link Feedback page displayed

b) 

Page tested Home

Test Expected result Actual result Pass/ fail Date Action taken

Event programme link Event programme page 
displayed

Event programme page 
displayed

Pass 2.4.20 None

Displays link Displays page displayed Displays page displayed Pass 2.4.20 None

History of planes link History of planes page 
displayed

Dead link Fail 2.4.20 Misspelled link 
corrected

Book tickets link Book tickets page  
displayed

Link to page but no way 
back, orphan page

Fail 2.4.20 Link created from 
book tickets page 
back to home page

Feedback link Feedback page displayed Feedback page displayed Pass 2.4.20 None

12 This should ensure that text, images, sound and 
videos all display as intended in the browser.

13 a) HTML5 does not support the .mov file type.
b) The movie should be converted to .mp4 format 

and the code altered to:

<video controls>

<source src="../videos/lastyear.mp4" 
type="video/mp4">

</video>

Compatibility testing

14 a)  How the website created displays on different 
devices, e.g. different types of smartphone,  
laptop, etc.

b) Testing in different browsers to ensure it displays 
as intended.

15 It would be difficult to select the images as they are 
quite small. Scrolling down to view the information 
and, if they exist, run the videos for each sport could 
be difficult.

16 Browser compatibility - Safari is unable to render the è 
and à characters and instead supplies the characters Ã¨ 
and Ã respectively. The HTML code should be changed 
to include the Unicode character set in the meta tags.
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Chapter 20 Answers
1 So that the web developers can decide whether or 

not the website is fit for purpose and is usable.
2 The page only provides basic information on how 

the game is played and there is no video as per the 
functional requirement.

3 a)  It is not possible to see all the events on both 
days. The user would need to scroll up and down 
the page to see everything.

b) To improve the web page, two buttons, one 
for each day, could be added to the top of the 
page and the user would be able to click on 
one to see that day’s events.

Chapter 21 Answers
Storage of numbers

1 a) 11
b) 159
c) 170
d) 254

2 a) 0111 1010
b) 1100 0001
c) 0001 0000 0000
d) 0011 1111 1111

3 a) 1010
b) 1110 0111
c) 1010 0100
d) 1000 1000

4 a) 0.01
b) 0111.011
c) 1111.10001

5 a) 

0.00275

0.000000001011010001

.1011010001

Decimal number
with decimal point

Binary number
with binary point

-1000

Mantissa

Exponent (8 bit)

010 1101 0001The mantissa is 
positive, so add a sign 
bit of 0 and ‘pad’ out 
the number to 16 bits

by adding zeros.

The exponent is 1000 (decimal 8), because 
the binary point is moved 8 places to the

right to create the mantissa.

1111 0000
The exponent is negative,

represented as two’s complement.

101 1010 0010 0000 1111 00000

Mantissa (15 bit)Sign (1 bit)

Storing 0.00275 using floating-point representation with a 16-bit mantissa and an 8-bit exponent
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b) 

Storing 134.25 using floating-point representation with a 16-bit mantissa and an 8-bit exponent

c) 

Storing -617.83 using floating-point representation with a 16-bit mantissa and an 8-bit exponent

d) 
-0.0937

-0.000101111111110011

.101111111110011

Decimal number
with decimal point

Binary number
with binary point

-11
Mantissa

Exponent (8 bit)

1101 1111 1111 0011
The mantissa is 

negative, so add a 
sign bit of 1. In this 
case, the mantissa is 
16 bits long, so no 

‘padding’ is required.

The exponent is 11 (decimal 3),
because the binary point is moved

3 places to the left to create
the mantissa

1111 1101 The exponent is negative,
represented as two’s

complement

101 1111 1111 0011 1111 11011
Mantissa (15 bit)Sign (1 bit)

Storing -0.0937 using floating-point representation with a 16-bit mantissa and an 8-bit exponent

134.25

10000110.01

.1000011001

Decimal number
with decimal point

Binary number
with binary point

1000
Mantissa

Exponent (8 bit)

0100 0011 0010 0000

The mantissa is 
positive, so add a sign 

bit of 0, and ‘pad’
out the number to 

make it up to 16 bits 
by adding zeros

The exponent is 1000 (decimal 8), 
because the binary point is moved 8

places to the left to create the mantissa

0000 1000
The exponent is positive,

represented as two’s complement, 
and the number is ‘padded’ out to 

8 bits by adding zeros

100 0011 0010 0000 0000 10000
Mantissa (15 bit)Sign (1 bit)

-617.83

-10001.1101010001111010111

.100011101010001111010111

Decimal number
with decimal point

Binary number
with binary point

101

Mantissa

Exponent (8 bit)

1100 0111 0101 0001The mantissa is 
negative, so add a 
sign bit of 1. Note 

that the mantissa has 
been truncated to 16

bits.

The exponent is 101 (decimal 5), 
because the binary point is moved 5 

places to the left to create the mantissa

0000 0101
The exponent is positive,

represented as two’s complement, 
and the number is ‘padded’ out to 

8 bits by adding zeros

100 0111 0101 0001 0000 01011

Mantissa (15 bit)Sign (1 bit)
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6 a)    The largest binary number a nibble can hold is 
1111.

b) The range of numbers that can be held in a 
nibble is from 0000 to 1111, or 0 to 15 in 
decimal, making a total of 16 different numbers.

7 a)  The effect of increasing the number of bits used 
to store the exponent is to increase the range of 
the numbers that may be stored.

b) If the leftmost bit in the mantissa is always 1, 
then it could be said to be ‘understood’, in the 
same manner that the base in binary is always 2 
and would therefore not need to be stored. This 
would have the effect of increasing the precision 
of the number that could be stored.

8 If four bytes is used for the mantissa and one byte 
for the exponent, then

 0.1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 × 2 
1111 1111

 may be stored (ignoring two’s complement).
9 a) User’s own program

b) Calculations carried out using numbers 
represented by floating point may not always give 
the correct answer because of the limited storage 
available for the number in the computer’s 
memory. If the number is too large to fit in the 
space available, part of the number will be lost, 
for instance by rounding or truncation errors.

Storage of text

10 a)  A character is a symbol or letter on the computer 
keyboard.

b) A character set is a list of all the characters a 
computer can process and store.

c) A control character does not print on the screen 
in the normal way. It is used to control certain 
operations of the computer system.

11 a)  ASCII stands for American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange.

b) ASCII can represent 128 different characters.
c) ASCII is a 7-bit code and 27 = 128
d) Use an 8-bit code, like extended ASCII, because 

28 = 256
e) i) 101 ii) 69

12 a)  Unicode is a method of representing text using 
16 bits, which is designed to represent all the 
world’s character sets.

b) Unicode can represent more characters than 
ASCII (65536 compared to 128)

c) i) 56 bits per character for bitmap.
ii) 7 or 8 bits per character for ASCII/extended 

ACSII.
iii) 16 bits for Unicode.

d) ASCII / extended ASCII is the most efficient 
method of storing this character.

Storage of graphics

13 Bitmapped graphics have a direct relationship 
between the pixels displayed on the monitor and the 
contents of the computer’s memory.

14 Vector graphics are stored by using a list of attributes 
for each graphic object in the image.

15 a) Resolution is the quality of the picture.
b) Resolution independence is the ability of 

a graphics package to print out at the full 
resolution of the output device, e.g. printer.

c) Vector graphics are resolution independent.
16 a) 1, 4, 6 b) 2, 3, 5, 7
17 Draw two overlapping shapes and try to separate 

them. If the two shapes separate successfully then it 
is a vector package.

  Try to zoom in on the graphic and edit the pixels. If 
this is possible, then it is a bitmapped package.

Chapter 22 Answers
Computer structure and the fetch-execute cycle

1 The arithmetic and logic unit, the control unit and 
the registers. The control unit in the processor 
controls all the other parts of the processor and 
makes sure that the program instructions of the 
computer are carried out in the correct order. The 
arithmetic and logic unit carries out the calculations 
and performs the logical operations. The registers are 
a group of storage locations in the processor which 
are used to hold data being processed, instructions 
being executed and addresses to be accessed.

2 A core is a single processor on a chip which contains 
more than one processor, for instance dual or quad.

3 a) Random Access Memory and Read Only Memory.
b) When the computer system is turned off, then 

the contents of RAM are lost.
c) Flash ROM may be reprogrammed.

4 A set of wires which carries data between the 
processor and the other components.

5 Address bus, data bus and control bus. The address 
bus carries the address information from the 
processor to the main memory. The data bus carries 
the data to and from the processor and the main 
memory. The control bus is a series of separate lines, 
including read, write and clock.

6 a) Address bus
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b) Data bus
c) Control bus

7 a) The number of wires in the bus
b) i)  An increase in the number of storage 

locations which may be addressed.
ii) An increase in the quantity of data which may 

be carried by the bus.
8 a)  A binary number used to identify a storage location.

b) The method of identifying a storage location.
c) A place in memory where an item of data is stored.
d) The number of bits that can be processed by the 

processor in a single operation.
9 a)  A device attached to a processor which keeps the 

operation of the components in step with one 
another (by producing pulses).

b) The rate at which the clock produces pulses.
c) GHz or MHz
d) One complete pulse.

10 1  The processor sets up the address bus with the 
required memory address.

2 The control unit of the processor activates the 
read line on the control bus.

3 The instruction is transferred from memory to 
the Memory Data Register in the processor via the 
data bus and stored in the Instruction Register.

4 The instruction is decoded and then carried out 
or executed.

Factors affecting system performance

11 The instruction is carried out.
12 Data bus width, use of cache memory and rate of 

data transfer to and from peripherals.
13 The shorter distance between the cores allows 

signals to run at a higher clock speed, thus 
increasing the performance of the computer system.

14 When two or more separate tasks are processed at 
the same time.

15 When the application or the operating system is not 
able to recognise and take advantage of the presence 
of separate processors or cores, by dividing the task 
between them.

16 Any one from: weather forecasting, oil exploration, 
quantum mechanics and cryptanalysis.

17 The quantity of data which the bus can carry at any 
one time.

18 A relatively small amount of memory between the 
processor and the main memory used as a temporary 
store for often-used instructions.

19 Cache memory is either built into the processor chip 
or very close to it.

20 When the next instruction is found in the cache.
21 When the processor cannot be supplied with 

instructions quick enough, so that it runs out of 
instructions to process.

22 Cache memory holds frequently accessed 
instructions and it is faster for the processor to fetch 
instructions from the cache than from main memory

23 Increasing the clock speed indefinitely may result in 
the processor over-heating.

24 Any two from: clock speed, MIPS, TFLOPS, and 
benchmarks

25 a)  You could say Poppy was correct because it will 
take less time to process instructions on the 
machine with the higher clock speed. However, 
Orla’s computer may have other differences, like 
a wider data bus or a larger cache which could 
improve its performance despite its slower clock 
speed.

b) An application-based test like a benchmark 
would show which machine was faster, if any.

Chapter 23 Answers
Heating systems

1 a)  An intelligent system is a computer 
system which is programmed in such a 
manner that it can emulate and automate 
some intelligent aspects of human behaviour.

b) The environmental impact is the effect that a 
particular activity has on its surroundings.

c) The carbon footprint is the amount of greenhouse 
gases produced by people or a particular activity.

2 Carbon dioxide and methane.
3 Greenhouse gases have an environmental impact 

because they absorb heat and can therefore cause 
climate change.

4 Any two from: using clean energy sources, 
improving home insulation, installing more efficient 
heating systems, making more use of power storage 
technology to even out demand, walking or cycling 
instead of driving, using zero exhaust emission 
vehicles.

5 A smart meter is a digital device which measures the 
consumption of gas or electricity and is connected to 
a communications network.

6 A smart meter communicates its measurements to 
the customer via an in-home display (IHD) and to 
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the applicable energy supplier through the data and 
communications company (DCC) hub.

7 a) The consumer and the energy supplier.
b) Their budget.

8 A thermostat is a device used to regulate temperature.
9 Sensors, intelligent programming and learning.

Traffic control

10 Transport
11 Setting end dates for the sale of new petrol and 

diesel cars.
12 Traffic sensors which can identify different road 

users and adapt the traffic management system to 
their needs.

13 A smart motorway is one which uses traffic management 
methods to increase capacity and reduce congestion.

14 Copper wire loops, radar beams, ANPR cameras and 
speed cameras.

15 Reduced speed limits may be displayed on overhead 
gantries.

16 A narrow emergency lane along the left-hand side of 
a motorway.

17 Controlled motorway, dynamic hard shoulder/hard 
shoulder running and all lane running.

18 Computers are not capable of reacting to a crash or 
closing lanes.

19 Many people believe that turning a hard shoulder 
into an additional lane for traffic is dangerous in the 
event of an emergency.

  OR
  A survey has shown that more than half of drivers 

are uncertain as to the correct method of driving on 
a smart motorway.

20 Can avoid congested routes to improve journey time 
and so reduce emissions.

Car management systems

21 a) Petrol and diesel.
b) A start-stop system automatically detects when a 

car is stationary and out of gear, for instance, at a 
junction, and cuts the engine in order to reduce 
fuel consumption and emissions.

c) If more power is demanded than can be met 
by the car’s battery, such as turning on the air 
conditioning system.

d) An electric battery-powered vehicle.
22 Fuel supply, fuel injection, air supply, ignition and 

exhaust gas recycling.
23 An engine control unit provides precise control over 

the amount of fuel used in order to improve the 
performance of the engine.

Chapter 24 Answers
The Computer Misuse Act 1990

1 Gaining unauthorised access to computer material. 
Gaining unauthorised access with intent to commit 
or facilitate commission of further offences. Carrying 
out unauthorised acts with intent to impair the 
operation of a computer or causing or creating risk 
of serious damage or making, supplying or obtaining 
articles for use in the commission of these offences.

2 a) Yes
b) Yes
c) Yes
d) Yes

3 Malware is software which can damage a computer.
4 Any three from: viruses, worms, Trojans, spyware, 

key loggers, ransomware and adware.
5 Any three from: the use of passwords, biometrics, 

anti-virus software, firewall, web proxies and 
encryption.

6 When a shared computer is being used.
7 Biometrics is using a person’s physical characteristics 

in order to provide evidence of their identity

8 Physiological biometrics include a person’s face, 
fingerprints, hands, irises and DNA. Behavioural 
biometrics include keystrokes, signature and voice.

9 Advantage: Biometrics is more secure than a 
password or card which could be lost.

  Disadvantage: If your biometric data is stolen, it 
cannot be replaced.

10 Software downloads and spam email messages.
11 New malware is constantly being developed.
12 A firewall is a system designed to prevent 

unauthorised access to or from a private network.
13 The firewall contains rules and conditions which 

specify what is and is not allowed to pass through. 
14 In the router which connects the network to the internet.
15 A web proxy is a server used to access web pages 

requested by other computers on a network.
16 Content filtering and URL recording.
17 Any two of: risk of the computer system being put 

out of action; cost of repairing the computer system; 
loss of customers to rivals;  loss of trade secrets; risk 
to customers if their details are made public.
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Security risks of tracking cookies

18 A small text file which is sent from a website and 
stored on the user’s computer by a web browser. 

19 A first-party cookie remembers user’s log-in data and 
applies required settings.

20 A third-party cookie collects information about the 
user for marketing purposes, such as age, origin, 
gender and user behaviour.

21 Tracking cookies are not created by the operator of a 
website but by an advertiser – a third party.

22 Websites must seek users’ permission before storing 
cookies on their browsers.

23 a)  Tracking pixels are 1 x 1 pixel in size and are 
transparent.

b) To make them practically invisible to users.
c) The operating system, type of device and 

browser, screen resolution, time, extent of activity 
on the website and IP address.

24 Any one of: advertiser targeting services; social 
button plugins; on-line chat popups.

25 
a) Advantage: personalised advertising.
  Disadvantage: storage of personal data may 

breach data protection law.
b) Advantage: advertising income may increase.
  Disadvantage: users may be unhappy and avoid 

such websites.
c) Advantage: income may increase.
  Disadvantage: users may be annoyed by multiple 

requests for cookie consent.
26 The user’s ISP and the websites visited will still be 

aware of all activity.

Security risks of DOS (denial of service) attacks

27 Denial of service: interrupting the services of a host 
computer, such as a company website, in order to 
make it unusable, by making multiple requests for 
access.

28 Distributed denial of service: when many 
computers carry out a DOS attack on a single 
computer.

29 The host computer is unable to provide access; 
performance of host computer slows  so much that it 
becomes unusable.

30 a) A computer that has been taken over by malware.
b) A collection of zombie computers.
c) The person in control of a botnet.

31 a)  Any IoT device, such as security cameras and 
digital video recorders.

b) These types of devices often contain factory-set 
administrator passwords which are not updated 
by the user to  something more secure.

32 DOS is carried out by a single computer, DDOS by 
many computers.

33 A DDOS tool connects to a master computer which 
controls a botnet. The botnet is then targeted against 
a single computer hosting a website.

34 Any one of: the cost of labour involved in recovering 
from the attack; putting measures in place to prevent 
it from happening again.

35 
a) Bandwidth consumption, resource starvation and 

Domain Name Service (DNS).
b) Resource starvation.
36 Political: in order to influence public confidence in 

government or the outcome of an election.
  Personal: in order to take revenge on a company, for 

instance, by someone bearing a grudge.

How encryption is used to secure transmission 
of data

37 a)  Putting data into a code to prevent it from being 
seen by unauthorised users.

b) Changing an encrypted message back into 
readable text.

c) Using a fast computer to attempt to decrypt a 
message by trying a lot of possibilities.

38 a)  A key is a piece of information which allows the 
sender to encrypt a message and the receiver to 
decrypt a message.

b) 128 bits
39 
a) The public key and the private key are mathematically 

related in such a manner that whatever message is 
encrypted with the public key may only be decrypted 
by the corresponding private key.

b) If John wants to send a message to Jane, he will 
encrypt the text with Jane’s public key. Only Jane 
may access her corresponding private key and so she 
is the only person able to decrypt the message back 
into the original text. 

c) The hacker will be unable to read the message 
because they do not have access to (Jane’s) 
private key.

40 A digital signature is a method of ensuring that a 
message is valid and has not been tampered with.

41 1  A hash algorithm, creates a code of fixed length, 
the hash value, from the original message.

2 The message signer’s private key is used to 
encrypt the hash value.

3 The encrypted hash value, together with the hash 
algorithm, is the digital signature.
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42 1  The recipient of the message uses the signer’s 
public key to decrypt the hash value.

2 The recipient recalculates a second hash value 
and compares this new value with the decrypted 
value.

3 If both hash values match, then that proves that 
the data hasn’t changed since it was signed.

43 Once an individual or an organisation has signed a 
message, then they cannot deny having done so.

44 No method of revoking a digitally signed message, 
so decisions are permanent. Lack of confidentiality: 
anyone with a public key can decrypt the data.

45 A digital certificate is used to verify the identity of its 
owner.

46 The owner’s identity, the issuing authority’s identity 
and contact information, anti-forgery features, a time 
limit on validity.

47 By clicking on the padlock icon in the web address 
bar.


